To accurately predict the stock price trend, an integration prediction method based on Rough Set (RS) and BP neural network are proposed. In the method, RS is firstly applied to reduce the features of stock price trend, and an entropy-based discretization algorithm is introduced to process the continuous attribute data, then, on this basis, BP neural network is used to establish the prediction model of stock price trend. The validation result indicates that, by RS attribute reduction, the prediction model of BP neural network for stock price trend can be simplified with performance improvement. The prediction result is better than those of traditional neural network and RBF neural network. This verifies its feasibility and effectiveness.
Introduction
The stock prediction is that, based on accurate survey statistics and stock market information, the scientific methods are used to predict the future prospects of stock market from the history, current situation and stock market laws. There are many factors that affect the stock market development. The uncertain interactions between these influence factors are very complex, which leads to great prediction deviations. With development of national economy and understanding of stock market in depth, it becomes increasingly important for stock investment and risk management to use a reasonable and effective method to accurately predict the stock price trend [1] . At present, the prediction of stock price trend mainly has the following problems:
Stock price trend has the mutability and variability.
The stock price trend often shows the mutability and variability because of a certain risk. This risk can be divided into systemic risk and non-systemic risks in a non-quantifiable form, which can cause the mutation of stock price trend or index. Sometimes the factors that affect the mutation of stock price trend cannot be observed, such as human manipulation and so on; sometimes although it can be observed, it is false information, such as fraud and spreading rumors and so on. These factors may cause the abnormal fluctuations and structure mutations of stock market, manifesting as the mutability and variability of stock price trend. This makes the stock price trend data show a non-normal distribution, resulting in low accuracy for stock price trend prediction.
There is a certain amount of redundant information in stock price trend data
The stock price trend data, obtained by trading after multi-party game, often contains a lot of valuable information such as investment intentions and behaviors and so on. At the same time, Stock trading data volume is larger, the relevant indices are more, making the stock price trend data contains a certain amount of redundant information. This affects the effective prediction of stock price trend.
The above two problems may lead to low prediction accuracy for stock price trend. Both the traditional prediction method and the single intelligent prediction method cannot solve these problems effectively. In this context, the hybrid prediction method has been taken more seriously. Therefore, a hybrid method based on BP neural network and Rough Set (RS) is proposed to predict the stock price trend. RS plays the roles in the method: 1. Reduce the input dimension of BP neural network to remove the redundant information in sample data;. The proposed method is to solve the problem of low prediction accuracy for stock price trend caused by the variability and mutability of stock price and redundant information, so as to provide the references for stock investment and scientific research.
BP Neural Network
Typical BP neural network has three layers including input layer, hidden layer and output layer. Each layer is connected each other, as shown in Fig. 1 . In figure, the input nodes is x i , the hidden nodes is h j , the output nodes is y l ; the connection weight between input nodes and hidden nodes is w ji , the connection weight between hidden nodes and output nodes is w lj . I is the number of input nodes, J is the hidden nodes, L is the number of output nodes. The learning process of BP neural network [2] is as follows: 1. Forward propagation process of the mode, from input layer, through hidden layer to output layer; 2. Back propagation process that the connection weights are corrected using the error signal between actual network output and expectation output layer by layer, from output layer, through hidden layer to hidden layer; 3. Memory training process of the network repeated alternately by mode forward propagation process and error back propagation;
4. Learning convergence process that the global network error tends to the minimal value.
Rough Set
Rough Set (RS) theory is a soft computing method for dealing with uncertainties and inaccuracies after the theory of probability, fuzzy sets and evidence. The basic ideal is to derive the decision-making or classification rules by knowledge reduction under the premise of keeping the classification ability. The classification process: the objects that are not much difference are classified as one class. The basic relationship is indiscernibility. In recent years, RS have been paid more and more attention, and its effectiveness has been confirmed in many fields of science and engineering, which is one of the hotspots in the field of artificial intelligence.
RS is based on the classification mechanism. Knowledge is the ability to classify the object. The granularity of knowledge is thought as the reasons that the existing knowledge cannot determine for describing certain concepts, and discovery the knowledge implied in information systems in whole set approximation manner. Attribute reduction can reduce the overall number of attributes under the premise of keeping the classification ability, which is the basis of knowledge discovery. It has been the core of RS theory research content.
The minimum attribute reduction is to obtain the reduction with the least number of attributes in the whole reduction under the premise of keeping the information system classification ability unchanged. It has been shown that finding all reductions and minimum reduction is an NP-hard problem, so some researchers have proposed heuristic algorithms for attribute reduction, most of which realize the reduction by constructing the relationship between knowledge and information entropy. A heuristic attribute reduction algorithm based on mutual information is introduced [3] . The realization step is as follows:
Input: the decision table (U, C∪D, V, f), the initial attribute set T is empty; Output: the attribute reduction result T. 3. Let T = C 0 , the condition attribute set C'= C -T, calculate the importance of each attribute according to the following formula, and choose the attribute a that makes SGF (a, T, D) maximum;
, it is terminated, otherwise turn to step 3.
Entropy-Based Discretization Algorithm
RS is mostly used to analyze the discrete data. However, for many practical problems, the value of some condition attributes and decision attributes is usually continuous value, needing to be discretized before RS analysis. This is an important problem in the application of RS [26] .
In essence, the discretization of condition attributes can be reduced to the problem that the condition attribute space is divided by the selected breakpoint, that is, the m-dimension space (m is the number of condition attributes) is divided into finite intervals. Obviously, the decision table discretized using the different division method may be different from the original decision table in compatibility. Assuming that an attribute has m attribute values, the number of candidate breakpoints that can be considered is m-1. With the increase in the number of attributes and the sample size, the number of candidate breakpoints doubles, so the efficiency of the breakpoint selection algorithm is very important for discretization.
For a certain continuous attribute, its value range can be divided into several intervals, and each interval contains one sample at least. So m samples can be divided into m intervals at most (O(m)), that is, the continuous attribute variables can be converted into O(m) discrete variables. The study shows that the maximum entropy (or information) is achieved when the frequency-probability is distribution the maximum number of attribute values. Since each non-repetitive attribute value of continuous attributes corresponds to one discrete interval, it can be considered as no information (or entropy) loss in discretization process. If the discrete random variable is X  U, then its entropy can be defined as
It can also be recorded as H(p), where |X| is the number of instances, the number of instances for decision attribute j(j=1,2,…,r(d)) is k j . In general, H(p)≥0, the smaller H(p) indicates that the individual decision attribute values in the set X are dominant, so the degree of confusion is smaller, especially if and only if the decision attributes of instance in X are the same, H(p)=0. This ensures that the following discretization process doesn't change the compatibility of the decision table.
The key of discretization of continuous attribute is to reasonably determine the number and position of discrete division points. Discretization should meet the following two requirements as much as possible: 1. The space dimension should be as small as possible after the discretization of continuous attribute. 2. The loss of information should be as little as possible after the discretization of continuous attribute [4] [5]. According to above entropy properties of continuous attribute, an entropy-based discretization method of continuous attribute can be proposed, that is, the value range of each continuous attribute is first divided into several intervals and each interval corresponds to one non-repetition value, then two adjacent intervals are selected to merge in order to minimize the entropy difference before and after the merger. In this process, if there are more than one pair of adjacent intervals with the smallest entropy difference before and after the merger, a pair of them are randomly merged. Repeat this merger process until the stop point is obtained, and the division points for the defined intervals are stored.
It can be seen from the analysis that, H(p) is a concave function, which increases monotonically with the increase of k, and the increase rate of H(p) decreases when k approaches the maximum. On the function curve of the entropy shown in Figure 3 , the maximum of H(p) is the point v 1 and the corresponding k is also the maximum. If a chord l is drawn from the curve starting point v 2 to the point v 1 , all points on the concave function curve are above the chord l. According to the characteristic of concave function curve, it can be concluded that, at the farthest point v 0 on the curve from the chord l , namely at the inflection point of the curve, the change of k is larger than that of entropy. It is also at this point that the best balance is achieved between loss of entropy and moderate interval number. In this way, the point v 0 can be used as the best stop point for merging the adjacent intervals. 
where k max is the maximum number of intervals, H max (p) is the corresponding maximum entropy. It is easy to see from Figure 3 that, h at the point v 0 is the maximum value, accordingly, the points v 0 and corresponding interval numbers can be obtained.
Integrating RS with BP Neural Network
For modeling and predicting on stock price trend using BP neural network, while the input dimension is large, the network structure is very complex, which may result in long training time and low accuracy. Especially, the sample data collected from the complex system not only have a large dimension, but also contain many redundant variables, which may result in an unsatisfactory result for BP neural network modeling. The studies have shown that that, RS attribute reduction ability can be used to pre-process the sample data for modeling of BP neural network, which can not only reduce the redundant information, but also decrease the dimension of the input space by analyzing the internal relation between the sample data. The integration based on RS and BP neural network is shown in Fig. 3 .
Experiment Simulation
To validate the proposed method, the used data is from the famous stock market index: 03/15/2009 ~ 05/24/2014 from Nikkei 225 Index (Japan). To facilitate the modeling and testing, 15 features are used as the inputs of the prediction model to be established. And the output of the prediction model is the stock price trend T, which can be defined by the percent yield R, namely Drop: R  (- , -0.5%], Stability: R  (-0.5%, 0.5%) and Rise: R  [0.5%,  ), R can be calculated by 1 1
where P t is the series of stock price.
Fig. 3. Integration based on RS and BP neural network
According to the integration step in Fig. 3 , 15 features of Nikkei 225 Index daily closing index can be taken as the condition attributes, and the following day variation movement T of Nikkei 225 Index can be taken as the decision attribute, building the initial decision table of dimension reduction for BP neural network input, as shown in Table 1 , and the entropy-based discretization algorithm is applied to discretize the data of condition attributes in the decision table, as shown in Table 2 . It can be seen from Fig. 3 that, the number of input nodes of BP neural network can be determined as 9 by RS attribute reduction. Compared with other BPNN and RBFNN models, the proposed RS-BPNN model has obvious advantages in network complexity, training and test accuracy. It shows that, using the attribute reduction ability adequately, RS can reduce the input dimensions of BPNN. Table 3 . Performance comparison between different models for NIKKEI 225 Index
Conclusion
For stock price prediction, an integration prediction method based on RS and BP neural network is proposed. To discretize the continuous attributes, an entropy-based discretization algorithm is used to preprocess the data in RS attribute reduction. The experiment result shows that the proposed method reduces the inputs number of the network, and has an improvement compared with traditional BP neural network in prediction accuracy. it provides an effective solution for the prediction of stock price trend.
